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Radio Access Network Terminology

Technical approach to run RAN functions as 
disaggregated software on common hardware 
platform, generating additional RAN 
architecture flexibility, platform 
harmonization, and simplification

Refers to O-RAN Alliance 
architecture

O-RAN

Cloud RAN is a virtualized RAN that is designed to 
be cloud native, built in a future proof architecture 
and incorporating key elements such a 
microservices, CI/CD, and containerization

Industry term for open radio 
access network architecture.  A 
RAN with open interoperable 
interfaces, RAN virtualization, 
and big data and AI-enabled 
RAN

Refers to initiatives driven by 
TIP’S OpenRAN Project
Group
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Open RAN: Much More than “Horizontal Disaggregation”

L. Bonati, M. Polese, S. D'Oro, S. Basagni, and T. Melodia, "Open, Programmable, and 
Virtualized 5G Networks: State-of-the-Art and the Road Ahead," Computer Networks, 
vol. 182, Dec 2020.

Traditional “black-box” Open, programmable and virtualized

RRC SDAP PDCP

RLC MAC PHYRF
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End to End Virtualized Programmable B5G Architecture

Core Network • Data gateway with the Internet

Evolved Packet Core (EPC)

PGW/SGW – data gateway

Core network for LTE and NR non-standalone

MME – mobility management

HSS – billing and subscriptions

Edge Cloud

Edge caching

Intelligent controllers

• Radio transmissions for data and controlRadio Access Network • Mobility, scheduling, access

LTE

PHY
MAC
RLC
PDCP R

R
C

eNB stack

Network slicing
• differentiated and adaptive service
• QoS provisioning
• network sharing

Network management

UPF

5G Core
Core network for NR standalone

Service-based 
architecture
with network 
functions 
connected by 
APIs

AMF
access and mobility

Control plane 
network 
functions

AUSF
authentication

…

User plane 
network 
functions

UPF
packet gateway

• Manage user identity, subscriptions and mobility

NR 0.41 – 7.125 GHz and 24.25 – 52.6 GHz Flexible frame structure Flexible deployment

PHY-low
RF

SDAP
RRC

PDCP

Central Unit (CU)

PHY-high
MAC
RLC

Distributed Unit (DU)

Higher layers
Control, encryption, QoS

Lower layers
Scheduling, modulation

gNB stack with CU/DU/RU split

Radio Unit (RU)

RF
TX/RX, antenna mgmt PHY

MAC
RLC
PDCP R

R
C

User Equipment



3GPP and Open RAN: More Similar than Different

3GPP

Defines Signaling Mechanism
Control Plane Messages
User Plane Messages
Data Transmission Messages
F1/E1 Interface and CU,DU,RU

Small Cell Forum

Focus on RAN Disaggregation

Focus on Radio Resource Management

Defines The network functional application 
platform interface (nFAPI) and p5,p7,p9 
Interfaces

O-RAN Alliance

Focus on RAN Optimization and 
Inline hardware acceleration in the 
physical layer.

RIC uses AI/ML to optimize RAN

Defines control, user and 
synchronization plane (CUS) 
interface
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to be aware of the load occupation and the networking and
computing resources allocation to ensure proper network
scalability.

In the literature, several works address the placement
optimization of radio functions. The main strategies devel-
oped so far are to maximize the number of Virtual Network
Functions (VNFs) running in a single CU, DUs fixes, and
close to RUs [12], [13]. Moreover, CU is co-located with the
core of the network [14]. The state-of-the-art is restricted in
considering the number of protocol disaggregation options,
with a maximum of five [15], or the overall efficiency
obtained under crosshaul constraints (mainly, the fronthaul
network) [12], [16], [17], and computing resources [18], [19].
Therefore, to the best of our knowledge, there is no work
yet in the literature fully considering CUs, DUs, and RUs
on realistic operational networks, making the problem more
general with higher functional split options and protocol
stack analysis.

Contributions. In this article, we introduce PlaceRAN,
a problem formulation for the optimal placement of vNG-
RAN functions. The problem is formulated as the best trade-
off between maximizing the aggregation level of virtual-
ized NG-RAN functions and minimizing the number of
computing resources necessary for running these functions.
PlaceRAN innovates by considering in the formulation all
the disaggregated RAN elements (CU, DU, and RU), the
segments between those elements (fronthaul, midhaul, and
backhaul), and also all possible functional splits according
to the standards. Our contributions can be summarized as
follows:

• New problem formulation – PlaceRAN is the most
general problem formulation in the context of vNG-
RAN, and it was designed with a comprehensive set
of real-world NG-RANs considerations in mind.

• New approach – we introduced some concepts to
properly formulate PlaceRAN, such as Disaggre-
gated RAN Combination (DRC) and multi-stage
problem formulation, turning the problem formula-
tion simple despite its generality.

• Efficient exact solution – we solve PlaceRAN using a
conventional solver (i.e., IBM CPLEX) for real-world
RAN instances despite the problem complexity.

• Evaluation and new insights – our evaluation used
examples of present and future RANs. We show
how PlaceRAN can contribute to the virtualization
of present RANs, but it is also ready to deal with the
optimal placement of forthcoming vNG-RANs.

Article organization. Section 2 introduces the back-
ground for vNG-RAN placement. The PlaceRAN system
model and problem statement are described in Section 3.
Next, Section 4 presents the PlaceRAN evaluation method-
ology and results. The related work is discussed in Section
5, and finally, Section 6 presents the final remarks.

2 VIRTUALIZED NG-RAN PLACEMENT

The fundamental idea of a disaggregated NG-RAN is to
decompose the RAN functions into virtualized components
that can be distributed to run into different computing de-
vices, i.e., following a non-monolithic approach in contrast

to traditional solutions. Therefore, it is necessary to identify
how this decomposition can be performed and which con-
ditions must be satisfied to have the disaggregated version
running correctly. The disaggregated NG-RAN is defined
by the concept of functional splits that specifies all the
possible partitions for the radio network functions, stating
clear interface points between them, and the requirements
for each of those radio network functions [4], [20].

TABLE 1
3GPP Latency and bitrate requirements for each split [3].

Split Functional One-way Bitrate (Gbps)
Option Split latency DL UL

O1 RRC-PDCP 10 ms 4 3
O2 PDCP - High RLC 10 ms 4 3
O3 High RLC - Low RLC 10 ms 4 3
O4 Low RLC - High MAC 1 ms 4 3
O5 High MAC - Low MAC < 1 ms 4 3
O6 Low MAC - High PHY 250 µs 4.13 5.64
O7 High PHY - Low PHY 250 µs 86.1⇤ 86.1⇤
O8 Low PHY - RF 250 µs 157.3 157.3

O7 split maximum value.⇤

The number of functional splits and the partitions of
the radio stack proposed are determined by specifications
from standardization bodies, such as Release 14 from 3GPP
[3] and IMT-2020/5G from ITU-T [2]. Table 1 shows the
specifications of the disaggregated protocol stack considered
in this work. The (maximum) latency and (minimum) bitrate
values must be satisfied in the communication among the
RAN nodes (CU, DU, and RU) even if they are running
on different computing devices. The latency and bitrate
must be assured according to the functional split specified.
The (maximum) latency and (minimum) bitrate values pre-
sented in the table correspond to an RU with the following
configuration: 100 MHz bandwidth of spectrum, 32 antenna
ports, 8 MIMO layers, and 256 QAM modulation [3].

Each RAN node (CU, DU, and RU) is considered a
virtualized network function as part of a disaggregated NG-
RAN (3 independents nodes). Each of them runs different
parts of a given functional split. Therefore, each RAN node
may be identified by the set of the protocols running into
it, as shown in Fig 1. A configuration with less than three
nodes may be named DU and RU integration (DU and RU),
C-RAN (CU and DU), or D-RAN (CU, DU, and RU) [2].
In a disaggregated NG-RAN, the paths along the network
connecting the core to vCU, vCU to vDU, and vDU to RU
are defined as backhaul, midhaul, and fronthaul, respec-
tively. This terminology is useful since each physical link
of the access network acts as a crosshaul, meaning that it
can transport any combination of the previous paths. The
crosshaul needs to ensure the latency and bitrate required
according to the variety of functional splits [9], [20].

As illustrated in Fig. 1, each functional split and the
corresponding placement of VNFs in a specific RAN node
characterize a Disaggregated RAN Combination (DRC). The
concept of DRC, introduced in this article, represents the
preservation of the protocol stack order during the process-
ing of VNFs. Nineteen DRCs are mapped considering seven
split options. The O8 option cannot be virtualized since the
RF protocol is hardware-based, making virtualization not
feasible. Certain DRCs are not used in practice because they
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Fig. 1. Functional split and computing devices for a disaggregated NG-RAN.

are restrictive in the limitations of crosshaul networks, e.g.,
midhaul with less than 1 ms.

We highlighted the nine DRCs effectively adopted in
vRAN deployments, whose choice is based on standardiza-
tion bodies and industry alliances [1]–[3]. In both architec-
tures of three independent nodes (O-RAN and SCF), the
focus is on O1 and O2 (Fig. 1 - DRC1, DRC2, DRC7, and
DRC8). The split O1 makes possible the decentralized data
plane. Split O2 is consolidated by 3GPP and ITU-T via the F1
interface and is an industry reference for O-RAN and SCF
initiatives [2], [21], [22]. Two industry DRCs were chosen
for the DU and RU integration (Fig. 1 - DRC12 and DRC13),
besides the two C-RAN options (Fig. 1 - DRC17 and DRC18).
These splits align with ITU-T (mainly due to crosshaul
constraints) and following O-RAN and SCF initiatives [4],
[21]. Naturally, the traditional D-RAN architecture is also
supported to provide scenarios where the crosshaul is very
limited [2] (Fig. 1 - DRC19).

In summary, the disaggregated NG-RAN can be imple-
mented as a virtualized network service, i.e., a collection
of VNFs with a particular set of characteristics. First, the
service consists of the process of the full protocol stack per
RF device in NG-RAN. This processing implies respecting
an appropriate order of the flow-through VNFs, i.e., Service
Function Chain (SFC). VNFs are instantiated in RAN nodes,
which are also virtual elements that can run in different
computing devices in NG-RAN. The choice of where to
position RAN nodes and their VNFs affects the resources ap-
plied, including computing and networking. For each NG-
RAN topology and set of resources, there may be multiple
options for positioning VNFs and RAN nodes. In general,
the objective is to consume the minimum resources and
group the maximum of VNFs related to the same protocol
or layer. However, each positioning option implies differ-
ent computing and networking demands, which must not
exceed the overall available resources. Therefore, the func-
tion’s placement becomes a complex optimization problem
that we will formally present in the next section.

3 MODEL AND PROBLEM STATEMENT

Initially, Subsection 3.1 presents the system model of a
formally virtualized and disaggregated NG-RAN, in which
different functional splits are possible. Moreover, the place-
ment of the virtual functions is also introduced considering
multiple options. After, Subsection 3.2 formulates the op-
timization problem to minimize the number of necessary
computing resources, select the functional splits, and place
the virtual functions.

3.1 System Model

According to the 3GPP standards (Release 15 [1] and Release
16 [23]), we consider the RAN domain of a mobile network
and its connection to the core network, as illustrated by
Fig. 2. The RAN domain is composed of:

• A set B = {b1, b2, ..., b|B|} of RUs, i.e., nodes hosting
the Low PHY sublayer and the RF processing based
on a lower layer functional split.

• A set C = {c1, c2, ..., c|C|} of CRs that may process
the virtual functions. Each CR cm has a processing
capacity cProc

m
(given as some reference number of

cores). Moreover, each CR has other characteristics,
such as memory and storage capacity, but they are
not commonly exhausted before the processing ca-
pacity in the context of disaggregated RAN. A CR
may connect directly to an RU.

• A set T = {t1, t2, ..., t|T |} of transport nodes, which
may connect to RUs, CRs, core, or each other.

To represent RAN and core, we define the graph G =
(V, E), with V = {v0} [ B [ C [ T being the set of nodes
and E = {eij ; vi, vj 2 V }, vi, vj 2 V} representing the
set of network links connecting the nodes. v0 represents the
core and it is the source/destination for all DRCs. Each link
eij 2 E has a transmitting capacity eCap

ij
(given in multiples

of bps) and a latency eLat

ij
(given in fractions of a second).

Paths and routing - we consider that all network traffic has
the core as its source (downlink) or destination (uplink).
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Fig. 1. Functional split and computing devices for a disaggregated NG-RAN.

are restrictive in the limitations of crosshaul networks, e.g.,
midhaul with less than 1 ms.

We highlighted the nine DRCs effectively adopted in
vRAN deployments, whose choice is based on standardiza-
tion bodies and industry alliances [1]–[3]. In both architec-
tures of three independent nodes (O-RAN and SCF), the
focus is on O1 and O2 (Fig. 1 - DRC1, DRC2, DRC7, and
DRC8). The split O1 makes possible the decentralized data
plane. Split O2 is consolidated by 3GPP and ITU-T via the F1
interface and is an industry reference for O-RAN and SCF
initiatives [2], [21], [22]. Two industry DRCs were chosen
for the DU and RU integration (Fig. 1 - DRC12 and DRC13),
besides the two C-RAN options (Fig. 1 - DRC17 and DRC18).
These splits align with ITU-T (mainly due to crosshaul
constraints) and following O-RAN and SCF initiatives [4],
[21]. Naturally, the traditional D-RAN architecture is also
supported to provide scenarios where the crosshaul is very
limited [2] (Fig. 1 - DRC19).

In summary, the disaggregated NG-RAN can be imple-
mented as a virtualized network service, i.e., a collection
of VNFs with a particular set of characteristics. First, the
service consists of the process of the full protocol stack per
RF device in NG-RAN. This processing implies respecting
an appropriate order of the flow-through VNFs, i.e., Service
Function Chain (SFC). VNFs are instantiated in RAN nodes,
which are also virtual elements that can run in different
computing devices in NG-RAN. The choice of where to
position RAN nodes and their VNFs affects the resources ap-
plied, including computing and networking. For each NG-
RAN topology and set of resources, there may be multiple
options for positioning VNFs and RAN nodes. In general,
the objective is to consume the minimum resources and
group the maximum of VNFs related to the same protocol
or layer. However, each positioning option implies differ-
ent computing and networking demands, which must not
exceed the overall available resources. Therefore, the func-
tion’s placement becomes a complex optimization problem
that we will formally present in the next section.

3 MODEL AND PROBLEM STATEMENT

Initially, Subsection 3.1 presents the system model of a
formally virtualized and disaggregated NG-RAN, in which
different functional splits are possible. Moreover, the place-
ment of the virtual functions is also introduced considering
multiple options. After, Subsection 3.2 formulates the op-
timization problem to minimize the number of necessary
computing resources, select the functional splits, and place
the virtual functions.

3.1 System Model

According to the 3GPP standards (Release 15 [1] and Release
16 [23]), we consider the RAN domain of a mobile network
and its connection to the core network, as illustrated by
Fig. 2. The RAN domain is composed of:

• A set B = {b1, b2, ..., b|B|} of RUs, i.e., nodes hosting
the Low PHY sublayer and the RF processing based
on a lower layer functional split.

• A set C = {c1, c2, ..., c|C|} of CRs that may process
the virtual functions. Each CR cm has a processing
capacity cProc

m
(given as some reference number of

cores). Moreover, each CR has other characteristics,
such as memory and storage capacity, but they are
not commonly exhausted before the processing ca-
pacity in the context of disaggregated RAN. A CR
may connect directly to an RU.

• A set T = {t1, t2, ..., t|T |} of transport nodes, which
may connect to RUs, CRs, core, or each other.

To represent RAN and core, we define the graph G =
(V , E), with V = {v0} [ B [ C [ T being the set of nodes
and E = {eij ; vi, vj 2 V }, vi, vj 2 V} representing the
set of network links connecting the nodes. v0 represents the
core and it is the source/destination for all DRCs. Each link
eij 2 E has a transmitting capacity eCap

ij
(given in multiples

of bps) and a latency eLat

ij
(given in fractions of a second).

Paths and routing - we consider that all network traffic has
the core as its source (downlink) or destination (uplink).

O2- 3GPP TS 38.801
O6- Small Cell Forum; FAPI/nFAPI
O7- O-RAN Alliance; eCPRI/FrontHaul

Option 7.2X Option 6
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• Release 17 completed June 2022

• Primary aim of Rel-17 is to improve 5GS 
performance, support new use cases and 
verticals, and provide ubiquitous connectivity 
in different deployment conditions and 
scenarios

• 3GPP release 18 represents a major evolution 
of the 5G System and due to this the 3GPP 
has decided to brand it as the first release of 
5G Advanced.

• Rel-18 will include major enhancements in the 
areas of artificial intelligence (AI) and 
extended reality that will enable highly 
intelligent network solutions that can support a 
wider variety of use cases

• Rel-19 is starting to look at advanced services 
such as Integrated Sensing & Comms, 
localized mobile metaverse services, service 
robots, and ambient powered IoT

3GPP 5G to 6G Path

Today

Today’s Deployments are based on R15
Deployments are typically ~24 months after a 3GPP 

release completion


